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EJERCICIO 2: VEGETARIANISM IN THE UK
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No deben penalizarse los
errores ortográficos en este
ejercicio.

Las palabras entre paréntesis
NO son obligatorias
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EJERCICIO 1
MARTHA’S VINEYARD
http://learningenglish.voanews.com

Listen to three people talking about Martha’s Vineyard and for questions 1-10 choose the
best answer. Only ONE answer is correct. DON’T FORGET TO TRANSFER ALL YOUR
ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET.

1
A
B
C

Both Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket are well-known for the …

2

The island is about …… Km off the coast and …… square Km.

A
B
C

30 … 260

3
A
B
C

Houses with …… designs can be seen in the most important cities.

4
A
B
C

What kind of people inhabit the island most of the year?

5
A
B
C

People come to the island …

6
A
B

Accommodation is …

C

found everywhere

7
A
B
C

Some people eat …

warm weather
activities they offer
views over the ocean

13 … just over 260
13 … just under 260

original
traditional
revolutionary

Celebrities
It isn’t said
Rich people

in private cars
in private planes
by public transport

cheap
pricey

what they cook
at famous stores
in the several taverns on the island
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8
A
B
C

In warm weather people can …

9
A
B
C

……… is popular with families.

10

The water in the Joseph A. Sylvia state beach is …… than at other beaches.

A
B
C

hotter and quieter

go hunting
go sightseeing
practise water sports

Riding horses
Going on an attraction
Playing with wood horses

cleaner and quieter
cleaner and warmer

EJERCICIO 2
VEGETARIANISM IN THE UK
www.speakup.it

Listen to a man talking about vegetarianism in the UK and fill in the gaps (1-10) in the
following sentences with NO MORE THAN THREE words or numbers. DON’T FORGET TO
TRANSFER ALL YOUR ANSWERS TO THE ANSWER SHEET.
During the national vegetarian week people are encouraged to have a _____1_____ lifestyle.
_____2_____ of the population in the UK are vegetarian.
Vegans are different from vegetarians because they don’t eat or _____3_____ animal products.
The reasons why people are reducing the consumption of meat are:


the _____4_____ that is given to animals



effects of meat or fish production on the environment



food _____5_____: BSE or mad cow disease



reduction of the risk of cancer, _____6_____, obesity or high blood pressure

Organic farmers grow their food without using _____7_____, pesticides, fertilizers, drugs or
antibiotics.
Animals farmed in an organic way also have more _____8_____ and healthy food.
The food in farmers’ markets is sold _____9_____ to the buyer.
Some people don’t mind paying more for organic food because it _____10_____ .
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MARTHA’S VINEYARD
http://learningenglish.voanews.com

This week on our program, we tell you about two islands in Massachusetts, in the New England area of the northeastern
United States. Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket are popular places to visit, especially in the warmer months.
Both are known for their sailing and sunsets and fun things to do (1B). Martha's Vineyard is also known for its tall
cliffs overlooking the Atlantic Ocean. The island is about 13 kilometres off the coast and is less than 260 square
kilometres (2C).
Homes designed like those of earlier times line the streets of Edgartown, Oak Bluffs and Vineyard Haven. These
are the major towns on Martha's Vineyard (3B).
For most of the year, the population of Martha's Vineyard is about 15,000. During the summer more than 100,000
people crowd the island. And we do mean crowd. Look around and you might see some Hollywood stars and
other faces of the rich and famous (4B).
Some people arrive by boat, including a ship that carries passengers and cars. Others come by plane (5C) .Many
visitors return year after year.
Now, we continue our story with Shirley Griffith and Rich Kleinfeldt as your travel guides.
The towns and the quieter country areas of Martha's Vineyard all offer places to stay (6C). Small hotels and homes
for visitors on the island may not cost much. Other hotels cost hundreds of dollars per night. Some people save money
by preparing their own food (7A). Others eat in the many restaurants on the island. Hungry visitors like the seafood at
several famous eating places like the Black Dog Tavern in Vineyard Haven. And they can stop into small stores that sell
sweets like ice cream and fudge candy.
During warm weather the Vineyard is a good place for many different activities. People can play golf or catch fish. They
can ride in sailboats or motor boats. They can water ski and swim (8C). They can take quiet walks along sandy
beaches and among the thick green trees. They can take pictures of birds found around small areas of fresh water or on
the old stone walls surrounding many farms.
Many families with children spend their summer holidays in Martha's Vineyard. One of the popular places for families
is the Flying Horses Carousel in Oak Bluffs. It is the oldest continually operated merry-go-round ride in the
United States (9B). The colourful wood horses that turn in a circle were created in 1876.
One of the best places for children and adults to swim is the Joseph A. Sylvia state beach. The water there is warmer
and calmer than at some of the other Vineyard beaches (10A).

EJERCICIO 2

VEGETARIANISM IN THE UK
www.speakup.it

Vegetarianism is increasing in the UK. According to the Vegetarian Society, the numbers of people giving up meat are
growing. There’s even a “National Vegetarian Week” organised every year to encourage people to try a meat-free
lifestyle (1).
A recent poll estimated that three million people (5.7 per cent of the population (2)) were vegetarian. Vegetarians
(people who don’t eat meat) and vegans (people who don’t eat or use any animal products (3)) are becoming
increasingly common in UK culture. Visit a British supermarket and you will see a wide range of vegetarian ingredients
and prepared meals on the shelves, including vegetarian sausages and vegan cheese.
So why are Brits cutting out meat? Many are unhappy about the poor treatment of animals (4) and the effects of
meat and fish production on the environment. Worries about food safety (5) (for example, BSE or “mad cow disease”)
also play a part. Others choose to change their eating habits to improve their general health. According to the Vegetarian
Society, a meat-free diet could help reduce the risk of certain cancers and heart disease (6), as well as obesity and
high blood pressure.
Another rising trend is in how food is produced. Many people are rejecting GM (genetically modified) food and intensive
farming practices. They want their food to be organically produced. Organic farmers use very few or no chemicals (7),
pesticides or fertilisers, and organic meat is produced without the use of drugs and antibiotics. Organically-farmed
animals also have more living space (9) and more nutritious food.
According to the Soil Association, three out of every four UK households now buy some type of organic food. Some get
organic meat, fruit and vegetables from farmers’ markets, where products are sold directly to the consumer (9).
Others have a box of organic fruit and vegetables delivered to their homes every week. Many people buy organic
produce in their local supermarket. Although it’s often more expensive, fans of organic food say it tastes much
better! (10)
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